The following are pictures from week of 6.3.19 - 6.7.19 in regards to the East/West Technology Buildings Renovations and Addition Project. The rainy weather has delayed the start of the work on the foundations, however we have reached another milestone as actual new construction has started with some masonry and mechanical work. However, the reinforcing steel cages for the caissons is on site and prepped, and ready to be installed. Masons have been on site filling in old doorways, etc. and next week will start on new interior block walls. The mechanical contractor has started installation of new duct runs that will eventually feed new spaces yet to be constructed. Some more minor demolition also occurred this past week with some old finishes being removed in the old Data Processing Server Room namely the carpet cladding on the walls, and some old terrazzo flooring in West Tech.

Photo #1 shows the steel reinforcing cages for the caissons that will be part of the foundation system for the new addition prepped and ready for installation. Weather permitting the caissons will be drilled next week and these cages installed as well. Photo #2 shows a mason blocking in an old opening in what will be the west wall in the Seminar Room. Photo #3 some of the new ductwork that has been installed in West Tech. Photo #4 shows the demolition contractor removing the old terrazzo flooring that was in the old east corridor of West Tech. This whole area which will become the tutoring and open computer labs will receive carpet tile so it was necessary to remove all the old floor finishes.